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 Much improved 
transparency

 This is good 
enough to try in a 
test-stand when 

we’re ready,  but 
much more can be 
tried to improve



Some relevant printer settings for transparency:

1. Infill (normally grid-like material for hollow structures, 
default 15% for solid objects, set to 0 now)

2. Number of walls reduced from 3 to 1, and wall thinnest 
setting for this cone (0.8mm)

3. Print speed (not changed yet)
4. Temperatures (not changed yet)
5. Extrusion materials (not changed yet)
6. ...



Backup/previous slides follow
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 Oops.  No idea what happened

 SiPM-scale model 
couplers with and w/o 

the diffuser

 Laser pointer thru one of the 
“transparent” diffusers

 SiPM-scale model w/o the 
diffuser, and fiber inserted

 x5 scale diffuser 
with fiber 

inserted and red 
laser illumination

 x5 scale 
diffuser with 
fiber inserted

SiPM-scale models take 60min to 
print with diffuser and 30min w/o



While I can now print w/o Jeremy’s help, limited to 
5-10 prints per week until we get Covid-approval    

(was 1-2 per week if Jeremy did the printing)

Dozens of printing parameters, mostly trial and error now

Basic mechanical structures are close, focus turning to 
changing parameters to improve transparency 

Have not found documents yet with SiPM face response 
or possible saturation levels, to motivate diffuser 



Original cartoon



Printer=Ultimaker S5 

Materials used so far:
White PLA
Transparent PLA
(PLA = Polylactic Acid)





Trying to print x1 and x5 scale objects at the 
same time gave gcode compile errors             

(now 1 object at a time)



First x5 scale cone with hole for fiber

Some black residue from previous
printer usage, Jeremy says a repeat 
cone print would have been fine.  
More on optical quality on next slides

Did not notice brittleness,  but if it’s a 
problem “Tough PLA white” available

Main issue is that fiber hole is covered 
on the end  (can see a partial open 
tube on inside of cone)



A lot of information about optical-quality 3D printing



A lot of information about optical-quality 3D printing


